Scholarships.

What is available and how do you get them?
How To Apply...

1. MAKE SURE YOU:
   a. Paid your dues
   b. Verified your GPA
   c. Updated your NSBEConnect profile

2. Log onto https://apply.nsbe.org [Scholarship Management System]

3. Follow page instructions and APPLY

Scholarship Cycles
Fall Cycle: Opens September 1st - January 21
Spring Cycle: Opens April 1st - Early June

NOTE: NSBE offers National, Corporate, and Regional scholarship opportunities
NSBE Regional Scholarships

FALL SCHOLARSHIPS ARE LIVE SEPTEMBER 1!

- **NSBE Covid-19 Relief | FALL | $450**
  - The COVID-19 pandemic has upended the world in a matter of weeks and has forced everyone to adapt, innovate, change and address the way we work. This scholarship supports those who were affected by the pandemic and helps to cover extra expenses such as food, emergency housing, transportation, technology, health care and other needs.

- **Kowale Glover Scholarship | FALL | $500**
  - This scholarship goes to a NSBE member who has held a position on a chapter or zone executive board for at least 1 academic year and has demonstrated academic excellence, professionalism and cultural responsibility. This scholarship was created in memoriam of the late Region 1 REB member, Kowale Glover

- **Chapter Spotlight Award | SPRING | $350**
  - This scholarship aims to highlight and honor a chapter that has displayed progress, enthusiasm, and impact in pursuing academic excellence within their university and within their community.

- **Head Start Scholarship | SPRING | $350 | 2 Recipients**
  - This scholarship is for senior NSBE Jr. students or senior collegiate students (graduate students may apply as well) who have been accepted into a college/university or graduate school